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Welcome to nibAPPLY 
nibAPPLY is an online join experience designed to make applying for nib policies easier and more time efficient. It will give 
you premium illustrations (quotations), application capability, online payments and real-time decisions (auto-
underwriting) through an intuitive and secure web based platform.  
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1. Prior to using nibAPPLY 
Before you get started there are a few things to consider: 

1. Make sure you have access to the internet with a 4G connection.  If the Wi-Fi signal is weak, or the phone hotspot 
you are using is 3G or has a low signal there is a chance the experience will be degraded slowing down the 
application process, or stopping it all together.  Examples of what this could look like: 

 

 

 

 

 Tips on how you could avoid: 

• In café’s use free Wi-Fi  

• If with Spark use the SPARK WI-FI HOTSPOTS, or other paid services at venues 

• Seek permission to connect to the client’s home or office Wi-Fi 

• If unable to use hotspots, choose locations with 4G  (4 or 5 bar signal)  

2. Use any browser except Internet Explorer 

3. You are registered to nib adviser access—for information on registering use the help guide 

4. You are able to use nibAPPLY for an Easy Health, Ultimate Health or Ultimate Health Max application for a brand 
new client to nib.  nibAPPLY is not to be used for adding new clients to any existing nib policy. 

5. If bundling cover with Fidelity Life, you may want to use the Fidelity nib paper multi-app.  If bundling with another 
risk provider, you may instead use nib’s usual application form and the Supplementary Information Forms we have 
developed, available here.  
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1. Prior to using nibAPPLY 
Select the tab “nibAPPLY” in nib adviser access. 

Ensure you are logged in under the Unique Adviser Number (UAN) you use for new business applications so that the 
correct commission tables under your selected agreement will apply.  Then click Create a new application. 
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2. Completing the applicant details 
Commence entering details for the first applicant.   

The nibAPPLY screens will ask you to input the following: 

• Name (middle name is not mandatory) 

• Eligibility for publicily funded healthcare (more information check the Ministry of Health website) 

• Does the client currently have, or has been insured with nib.  If you answer yes then you can complete the 
application process however it will be manually underwritten 

• Date of birth 

• Gender 

• Smoking status—We consider a non-smoker to be someone who has not smoked tobacco, e-cigarettes, vaping or 
any other substance in the last 12 months 

The following information is not required to obtain an illustration.  It will however be required if the application 
progresses: 

• Height and Weight (required for any applicant age 12 or over)  

• Contact details (email address and contact number). 
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2. Completing the applicant details 
Select the base product, excess and add on options you have recommended for the applicant. You can also apply an indicative 
loading.* This will provide an indicative illustration based on the information that has been entered. Confirm the details. 

*Please note, the final premium is based on the member’s disclosures in the application stage and is not affected by the indicative loading applied at this stage. 

• You can mix and match base products for each applicant between Ultimate Health MaxTM  and Ultimate 
HealthTM. 

• You can not mix Easy HealthTM and the Ultimate Health range on one application. 

• You can mix and match excess and add ons across all base products. 

The first applicant has been entered. Edit or remove 
the applicant by clicking the three dots. 

If you would like to ‘Show Excesses’ and ‘Show 
Premiums’ on the illustration summary, select these 
options. Please note that the premium projections 
displayed are age-based only and do not take inflation/
medical inflation into account. 

You can also add an additional applicant. This will lead 
you through similar screens. 
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2. Completing the applicant details 
You will now be presented with the illustration summary. This will provide a breakdown of the cover and pricing you have 
applied for all of the applicants.  You have three options on this page: 

1. Print the illustration to send to your clients 

2. Save and continue later.  This will place the application into the tab “In progress” and will remain there for 90 days 

3. Continue to application.  Proceed to the underwriting questions.  You will receive a prompt to ensure that all of the 
applicant details are correct as you can not amend them once you pass this point. 
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2. Completing the applicant details 
Select or add who is going to own the policy.  Things to consider: 

• You must have at least one policyowner 

• You can have a maximum of two policyowners  

• Policyowners must be over the age of 16 

• You can add a policyowner that is not going to be insured on the policy. 

Click the radio button next to the name of the selected policyowner, it will display with a green tick.  

Then add an address for the policyowner so that we can send important communications about the policy. 

You have the ability to add a policyowner that is not going to be insured.  This provides additional flexibility in 
the cover for you and your clients. 
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3. Tell us about your health... 
Now we can move to capturing the applicant’s medical history to commence the underwriting process.  There are various 
sections that you work through as labelled in the ribbon.  If Easy HealthTM has been selected then you will not go through 
this process as medical history is not required. 

Each health icon represents a health 
category.  You will need to complete 
each section by clicking on each of the 
icons and confirming whether or not the 
applicant has any conditions relating to 
the health category selected. You can 
answer No for all applicants if applicable 
and you won’t have to re-answer that 
question for other applicants. 

Once a section is complete a tick will 
appear. 

If yes is answered to a section then more 
questions will be displayed to obtain 
further information.  The information 
provided will be assessed to determine 
whether or not an exclusion or loading will 
apply. 

To navigate back 
a step use the 
arrow. 

Complete one applicant and then swap to 
the other/s. If you have answered No for 
all applicants for any question, you will 
not have to complete this section again for 
those applicants. But there may be 
applicant specific sections that  still need 
to be answered for each applicant. 
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3. Tell us about your health... 
Continue through the section Head, Chest and Abdomen. 

If information was forgotten or the applicant wanted to review what was entered you can navigate back using the ribbon 
at the top or by clicking on the completed health category section.  

If the section had already been 
completed a prompt will appear to 
confirm and ask if you want to 
continue. Make any amendments as 
required. 
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3. Tell us about your health... 
Continue through the section Head, Chest and Abdomen. 

You will be asked if there 
are any other conditions, 
signs, symptoms or 
treatments not previously 
mentioned, if yes is 
selected then a free text 
box will display.   

• If you enter any information into Additional Conditions it will return an offer of further underwriting 
required. 

• You can submit additional medical notes if you need to by sending them via email to 
underwriting@nib.co.nz.  Note in the email that this is to be attached to an electronic application that 
has been submitted on the specific date along with the applicant’s name.  If you want the additional 
medical notes considered in conjunction with the application, you must select Yes to Additional 
Conditions and type “Additional medical information being sent” (or similar) in the free text box. 

The Details of your family 
medical history question will 
be asked if you have selected 
the Serious Condition 
Financlal Support add on on 
Ultimate Health MaxTM and 
Ultimate HealthTM. 
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be asked if you have selected 
the Serious Condition 
Financlal Support add on on 
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If you enter any information into Additional Conditions it may return an offer of further underwriting 

required.

You can submit additional medical notes if you need to by sending them via email to  

underwriting@nib.co.nz. Note in the email that this is to be attached to an electronic application 

that has been submitted on the specific date along with the applicant’s name. If you want the 

additional medical notes considered in conjunction with the application, you must select Yes to 

additional conditions and select “can’t find any/some conditions”. In the medical questionnaire, 

declare “Medical notes being sent” (or similar) in the first box.
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The Details of your family 
medical history question will 

be asked if you have selected 

the Serious Condition 

Financial Support add on on 

Ultimate Health Max™ and 

Ultimate Health™. 

If yes is selected, then you’ll 

be asked to search and select 

all the relevant conditions 

and provide information for 

each one.

You will be asked if there are 

any other conditions, signs, 

symptoms or treatments not 

previously mentioned.   

If yes is selected, then you’ll  

be asked to search and select  

all the relevant conditions, 

signs, symptoms or treatments 

and provide information for 

each one.
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3. Tell us about your health... 
Continue through the section Head, Chest and Abdomen. 

Health questions have been completed for the first applicant 
(Tom), and for the next applicant (Barbara) for those questions 
you answered No for all applicants. You can move on to the 
next applicant by clicking on her initials. 

Follow the same process for the next applicant(s) if you hadn’t 
already and then submit. 
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4. Declaration 
Complete the declaration for each applicant.  Switch between the applicants for each to read and mark that they have 
understood.  All applicant(s)/policyowner(s) age 16 and over are to complete the declaration (even if they are not going 
to be insured on the policy). 

If the Easy HealthTM product has been chosen there will also be a pre-existing condition declaration that will 
need to be read through.  It is very important that the applicants/policyowner(s) understand whether or not 
any of the insured’s pre-existing conditions could be permanently excluded. 
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5. Offer 
An offer or pending offer will be provided.  It will outline if there are any loadings, warnings, exclusions or deferrals for 
each applicant.  Remember that the premium shown here is not affected by any indicative loading applied at the 
illustration stage. To see more detail, click See details. 

There are three outcomes that 
could be presented: 

1. Accepted with standard 
terms 

2. Accepted with exclusions 
and/or loadings 

3. Further underwriting is 
required.  This will be 
flagged with our 
Underwriting team and 
manual underwriting will 
take place. 
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5. Offer 
Is this application replacing any existing business?  Complete the business replacement advice as appropriate. 

There are three outcomes that 
could be presented: 

1. Accepted with standard 
terms 

2. Accepted with exclusions 
and/or loadings 

3. Further underwriting is 
required (this will be 
flagged with our 
Underwriting team and 
manual underwriting will 
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6. Payments 
On the payment tab depending on the payment method, Direct Debit or Credit Card, you will need to confirm and enter 
the payment information. 

Let’s look at Direct Debit first.... 

The terms and conditions need to be opened, read and understood by the policyowner prior to you as the adviser 
confirming that you have explained the terms. 

Enter the cover start date within four weeks from today and the first payment date from the calendar. 

You will then be directed to a payment screen to enter the bank account details. 

If paying monthly, there will be a full month deduction for that month that the cover start date is in, if the 
particular date is not available within that month then a double deduction will be taken.  For weekly or 
fortnightly payments, ensure that the applicant is aware of situations where there will be a double deduction 
on the initial payment. 
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6. Payments 
If Credit Card has been chosen you will be presented with the following screens to capture the information.  It is very 
important that you as the adviser has authority to enter the details on behalf of the credit card owner.  

If today has been selected as the first payment date there may be a delay of up to two working days for this to 
be processed.  Please make your client aware of this.  
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7. Finish 
The last section prior to submitting the business is for you as the adviser to notify nib of how you would like your 
commissions to be paid and confirming whether the necessary information and advice had been given so that the 
applicants are making an informed choice. 

Once the business has been 
submitted you and your client will 
receive confirmation emails and 
attached will be PDFs of the 
underwriting outcomes for each 
applicant and all the information that 
was entered during the application 
process.   

 

1. Select how you would like 
your commission to be paid.   

2. Confirm that you have 
provided all the necessary 
information and advice for 
the applicant to make an 
informed decision to place 
their insurance with nib. 
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8. Applications in progress 
If for some reason you were unable to complete the application process in one go you will be able to pick up where you 
left off in the application process.  Navigate to the “In progress” tab within nib adviser access and this will present a list of 
all the applications that you have completed within the last 90 days.   

Any applications prior to this time would need to be entered again as health information and premium amounts could 
have changed.   

9. Support 
For additional support, consider the following: 

• FAQs 

• Call our team on 0800 238 642 

• Contact your Adviser Partner Manager, click here for contact details.  


